
Give your facility a 
competitive advantage, 
and give family members 
peace of mind with our 
monitoring system.

Hello Nurse is always on, 
monitoring for specific events  
on monitored residents.

The Hello Nurse system works independent of facilities IT 

systems and does not require the use of WIFI. Caregivers 

can respond immediately to wet or high fall-risk residents 

while the software logs response times, creating a much 

more efficient staff while improving the quality of  

care and lowering costs.

“As part of our continuous performance improvement initiatives, We identified resident falls as a quality 

measure we wished to improve.  Since installing Hello Nurse, we have seen a reduction in falls of the residents 

who have utilized this monitoring system. We are very pleased with the Hello Nurse system.”

 Healthcare Administrator, Providence Point

Try Hello Nurse Wireless Patient Monitoring  
and alert technology risk-free* for 30 days  
in your facilities. *Pre-approval required



Where Wellness Meets Wireless
No other system provides fall management, repositioning of bed bound residents  

and incontinence monitoring while electronically capturing the data.

Wet Alert —  
Incontinence Monitoring
When connected to a Hello Nurse wireless transmitter, specially 

designed Hello Nurse sensors, designed to fit any and all briefs 

or pads, detect moisture and send an alert wirelessly to the Hello 

Nurse central monitoring screen. Caregivers are alerted instantly, 

which allows them to respond quickly, reducing residents’ chances 

of contracting dermatitis and infection — preventing the need for 

additional care and treatment.

Nurse Call Alert —  
Pushbutton Nurse Paging
Hello Nurse’s wireless transmitters are designed with a Nurse Call 

push button. When the button is pressed, the transmitter will send  

an alert to the Hello Nurse central monitoring screen. For rooms 

that are without Nurse Call functions, Hello Nurse’s transmitters 

can be used to create an instant network of Nurse Call nodes.  

Since Hello Nurse is wireless, there is no need for expensive 

renovation to install the Nurse Call system.

Repositioning Alert — 
 Scheduled Reminders
The system sends an alert to the caregiver’s pager letting them 

know it’s time to reposition a bedbound resident. When the 

caregiver repositions the patient and resets the transmitter, the event  

is logged in the software for a hard copy record or compliance.

Pressure Alert —  Fall Prevention 
and  Turn Monitoring
Specially designed for fall management purposes, Hello Nurse 

pressure pads detect the movement of a high fall risk resident as 

they may be attempting to stand and send an alert wirelessly to the 

Hello Nurse central monitoring screen. The Hello Nurse system is 

the only system of its kind that notifies caregivers using wireless 

pressure pads BEFORE a fall can occur. Immediate attention can 

then be provided and many incidents can be prevented. Bed-

bound or invalid residents benefit tremendously from regularly 

being repositioned, preventing pressure-induced skin breakdown. 

Hello Nurse alerts can be set to signal caregivers to turn residents 

every two hours or on a custom schedule.



Gain valuable insight to your staff’s efficiency 
and spot trends more easily, giving you an 
unprecedented view of your performance.

Simple Installation

For fall prevention, one pressure pad for chairs or beds. For incontinence monitoring, 

a sticker is placed on the outside of any kind of brief. Each Receiver (Nurse Station) 

can handle up to 30 Residents. You can expand that capacity by adding repeaters.
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Instant Alerts

When the alarm is triggered by moisture or by a resident attempting to get up off 

of a bed or chair, an alarm is sent to a pager or cell phone with the alarm type, the 

resident’s name and room number allowing the caregiver to quickly respond.
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Easy & Accessible

The Hello Nurse receiver alerts caregivers through the attached paging system  

while simultaneously recording and logging all alert and event data in the Hello 

Nurse patented software. The reporting can be used for staff performance, family 

meetings, determining incontinence patterns and deciding if residents need the  

use of different equipment.
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Accurate Attention

Caregivers receive an instantaneous page on their pagers with resident name, room 

number and type of alarm that was triggered, allowing for more accurate and quicker 

attention upon response.
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Assured Response

The caregiver can respond quickly to the event and can only clear the alarm by 

resetting the transmitter.

Try Hello Nurse Wireless Patient 

Monitoring and alert technology risk-

free* for 30 days in your facilities.

Learn more at:   

hellonursemed.com

Call us at:  

949.341.0676 

Email us at: 

info@hellonursemed.com
*Pre-approval required 

  


